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We conduct investigations to find 
learnings and prevention opportunities 
to fuel safety initiatives.

Why does Technical Safety BC investigate incidents?

PURPOSE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We do not investigate to find fault or blame



INCIDENT FINDINGS
Findings from two underground gas line strike 
investigations 



COMOX EXPLOSION

Natural gas barracks explosion 
• Gas line identified and exposed by 

hand.
• Contractor planned to keep 

mechanical excavation away from 
line.

• Mechanical room door was 
removed for construction.

• Building was occupied during 
groundwork.

• 28 people injured
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Story: NOV 2021, natural gas explosion military barracks 28 injured, digging around building for new perimeter drainage, Findings: No physical protection of exposed line, working within 1 meter to exposed line, no direct spotter, no anticipation of a gas line strike, building openings and occupancy, no moderation of excavating practises with higher risk of explosion and injury.



FERNIE EXPLOSION

Natural gas house explosion 
• Gas line identified and exposed by 

hand.
• Excavation for water line struck 

exposed gas line.
• Line separated underground by the 

house.
• Gas migrated indoors causing an 

explosion
• 2 people in the house were injured
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Story: Feb 2022, groundwork for water line, 2 minor injuries.Learnings: experienced operator complacent working around exposed line (3/4” steel), small diameter poly line in 90 elbow week point, backfill material gas migration, ground muffled sound and scrubbed odour. Home was unknowingly occupied, appliance were running (sources of ignition), no direct spotting, no additional physical protection of gas line after exposed.



SAFETY STANDARDS ACT AND GAS SAFETY 
REGULATION

• They are legal obligations. 
• Those disturbing ground should be aware of them.
• Procedures for excavations near gas installations 

A person must not excavate or cause any excavating to 
be done in the vicinity of a gas installation that is or 
could be in any way damaging or dangerous to a gas 
installation.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When interviewed none of the workers performing groundwork around the gas lines or directly supervising were aware of the legal obligations of the Safety Standards Act or Gas Safety Regulation



CALL BEFORE YOU DIG…THEN WHAT?

Knowing where a line is 
located is just the start to 
working safely around it

About 40% gas line strikes in 2017-19 
were found to happen even after BC One 
Call was used. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
About 40% gas line 2017-19 were found to happen even after BCOne call was used. Both incidents it was used.Does not identify private lines and services Don’t rely on drawing accuracy, things can change.Privately owned facility awareness Pre excavation meetingsCommunication of this is minimal on a location report and could be improved to avoid users thinking an all clear from BC1C means digging is safe.High voltage incident . Private HV line at school community center. BC1C did not identify the line. Inaccurate drawings, protective cover had been reduced when a driveway was installed.



AN EXPOSED LINE IS A VULNERABLE LINE

The protection of ground cover 
has been removed.

More susceptible to mechanical 
damage

• Consider adding physical protection
• Increase visibility
• Maintain distance after exposed
• What else?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In both cases the contractors did what they believed they needed to do to be safe. They called BC1Call and exposed the lines by hand. Mechanical damage is not only from excavating machinery, Options to protect exposed gas lines.Tie back into incidents



ANTICIPATE A LINE HIT

Site hazard assessments 
• Proximity to buildings
• Migration paths
• Areas of containment
• Occupancy of buildings
• Sources of ignition
• What else?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The workers did not consider hitting the line or causing a gas leak and preparing for what do do if they did or take further precautions to reduce the risk or impact of a line hit.Identify any possible mitigation to reduce risks in the event of an accidental release.Tie back into incidents.



UNDERSTAND THE HAZARDS OF GAS

Upper and lower explosive limits  (UEL)(LEL)
Flammability range
Specific Gravity

Understand how it works to help prevent a 
failure
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The workers interviewed were found to not have a very good understanding of the hazards of gas leaks and did not anticipate the potential impact of a line hit.For ground disturbers to understand Included in trainingFlammable range is commonly identified as between 5-15% of a gas-air mixture. Not much gas is needed to be contained before an explosion could occurHow much gas is present Line size pressure. Will it rise or fall Wind direction and migration pathsPropane vaporisation 270 times expansion Odorant possibly scrubbed by migration underground



REVIEW /SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

• Most current digging guidance stops after a line is 
exposed.

• Exposed gas lines are more vulnerable to damage.
• Hazard assessments are not commonly done 

anticipating accidental gas releases.
• Excavating operators sometimes work closer than 1 

meter to gas lines that are exposed and visible.
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DISCUSSION & QUESTIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our response to enforcement. We investigate to learn and use those findings to work with industries to improve the safety system. Highlight the consequences and show the impact of what happens when things go wrong.   



Explosion due to underground gas line damaged by excavator. Comox (Nov 2021). Link: 
https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/alerts/explosion-due-underground-gas-line-damaged-excavator (published Sept 22, 2022).

House explosion due to damaged gas line. Fernie (Feb 2022). Link: https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/regulatory-
resources/incident-investigations/house-explosion-due-damaged-gas-line (published July 29,2022).

https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/

https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/alerts/explosion-due-underground-gas-line-damaged-excavator
https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/alerts/explosion-due-underground-gas-line-damaged-excavator
https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/regulatory-resources/incident-investigations/house-explosion-due-damaged-gas-line
https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/regulatory-resources/incident-investigations/house-explosion-due-damaged-gas-line
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